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The year 2020 comes to an end, bringing a different world view to all, where we have to adopt to survive, adopt new procedures and practices in the workplace and our homes, follow the laws of the social era, without wearing masks and wine gels, be able to hug friends and even family members. With The Work From
Home of The 1/7/2021 page 2 being better connected by COVID---In the short time period – 5G – due to becoming the new normal' has become important for organizations. 5G is here and it could not come at a better time. With working from home becoming the 'new normal' COVID-19 has become important to
organizations next generation of wireless technology after improving-at least in the short term. To get a little more perspective on 5G and how it is expected to impact the corporate world, Edge Magazine is associated with 5G experts Andy Bradley, Vice President, and Arwan Singh, Vice President of Connected Solutions,
Verizon o and Chief Digital Officer, and From Robe France, Chief Technology Officer, Cosaman &amp; Wacfeld. He covers everything from 5G cases to how it will affect the Bhogya experience how it is expected to play a part in a post COVID. 5. What exactly is it and why does it matter? Aavan Singh, Verizon: 5G is the
next generation of wireless technology. It is not inintention to change 4G, rather, to move a complete new set of possibilities. It was designed to be the most integrated period in which to do the orctic. 1G brought The Yanalog sound to the world, the ability to 2G digital sound and text messaging capabilities, put our mobile
devices on the 3G web, offered video-miss possibilities on 4G mobile devices and the applications of food delivery, such as enabled new business models, And with 5G base of unprecedented evolution and transformation delivery beyond our imagination, Design Andy Baddy, Verizon: Global mobile data traffic is
expected to grow eight times by the end of 2023, we knew we needed more efficient technology, higher data rates and spectrum usage. With 5G speed and efficiency, you have a powerful, game-changing platform for innovation. At a rate of value for Vishwasanita, 5G can create infinitenew opportunities for people,
society and business. How will 5G effect and what companies need to know? As we learn more about 5G's capabilities, we are increasingly looking at opportunities inside the Internet of things (IoT), especially this sensor, buildings and the ability to monitor different data points around any building. The sheer number of
sensors and the amount of data is growing rapidly and 5G allows us to capture this data in real time so we can build smart analytics around it. I'm likely The area is very large. Another area 5G will directly impact in a positive way is the smart city space. As more progressive cities like New York City, Amsterdam and
Singapore start to move forward with 5G strategies, generate vast amounts of data on an hourly basis, we should see traffic lights, less water waste, drivers waiting less in parking spaces available when they are empty and more needed. And these areas are only going to grow and grow as 5G gets more available in
these municipalities. Adam Steinley, Cosaman &amp; Wacfield: One of the drivers of real technical change will be 5G's extremely low print, when it takes data from data to travel from the user to the main processor and back again, bringing the speed of data transactions for less than an eye blink several times. All kinds
of new applications are possible for companies like us when you get once, robots, autonomous vehicles, connected video, sanjithasthanatome insights, emergency extension reality (XR) and combination sedate reality (AR), virtual reality (VR) and mixed reality (Mr). Andy Brady: E-learning provides an example. Training
documents will be able to track where employees are in real time on their training journey. And from background checking of the logins, a new employee can be seamlessly and fully attached. By technology, we know how we are building 5G, but how it is being applicable depends on the great ideas of companies like
you. It's a great place right now. We don't even know what we know and that it's interesting in itself. How will 5G impact bhogya experience and workplace generation? Aavan Singh: Employees are being used and want the ability to work from anywhere. The next generation of buildings will need a very connected
workplace that has the ability to move the user unneeded while maintaining high performance connectivity. It just has to be normal. Adam Steinley: Online audio calls, video conferences, cloud-based collaborations, and other activities that use many data should become very fast. And the resulting impact on the
employee experience will be very important. In addition, 5G can work far more accessible than remote. Today, there is always a risk of a glitch during a video call, an email is delayed, or remote attendance tools are malfontaoning due to remote network coverage. These problems should be less of a problem in the 5G
era. Remote employees should feel more attached to their on-base partners- and the number of fully distributed work forces will increase. CoVID-19 Global Pandemic, Working From Home (WFH) can become a siege process– at least or conceivably the future. How will 5G impact? Andy Breddy: Ours We currently have
119,000,000 customers designed to handle, and we've seen a huge increase in call volumes in history. In fact, calls are long lasting. Our 4G LTE has enough sound constructs to handle this new routine, and we are focusing on building our 5G network to handle it much better going forward. I believe that our 5G network
will allow employees to expand their offices primarily in a post COVID. The world of this new working house, Connectivity is everything. We are always looking at ways to improve our networks and to make sure that our partners can be productivity. 5G is the ability to be more flexible option than the standard connectivity
we've been relying on for the past several years and this comes to new technology when we are passionate about finding all of our prospects. What will happen in the next five years? Arwan Singh: 5G is here and is becoming available fast. It is a purpose-built technology designed to make these cases a truly fast
demand, high capacity and low print. Over the next five years, it should measure as industries change over time, due to new capabilities brought by more and more 5G. Examples include the ability to download a full length HD film in seconds, quick response time to enable remote robots, and battery lives extended
beyond 10 years for remote cellular devices. Verizon and Cosaman &amp; Wakefield are working with each other how to bring 5G to its customers in some way? Arun Singh: Through our partnership, we are looking at new business models as well as potential. With buildings attached to the fast pace in place, owners and
investors could potentially be offered premium connectivity to tenants in buildings. And some smart building additions like security monitoring could also lead to new offers. These are the types of things that can change the economy of investing in the traditional building, really add to the long-term price. The Job France:
Like our technology partners, our partners and our clients help find the best ways to drive value. In the 5G space, Verizon has built a strong network and they know what it's going to be able to do. Our partnership allows us to stratatagon how our partners and our clients can be possible from Verizon 5G. Download the full
article. As a global leader in the commercial real estate (kar) industry, Cosaman &amp; Waqefield presents a new perspective on doing and beyond customers, which is ready for the next. Learn more with 53,000 people around the world, Cosaman &amp; Waqefield makes a significant impact on employees, customers,
shareholders, communities and the environment. Corporate social responsibility is included in the ways of our firm and strategic approach to the future. Wakeyfield's 2019 Corporate Social Responsibility Report highlights our continued commitment to help external link information through sustainable, ethical and
responsible ways in a better world, and shows how we are providing many of our partners to work with integrity. With experience in all the important markets we covered the budget hotel through luxury resorts. Our assessment procedure swells many perspectives, such as discounted cash flow and income investment.
With access to the data of thousands of hotels, we can do detailed operational benchmarking and transaction analysis, which allows us to provide well-known market advice to our customers' needs, along with our access to the investment community. How we can help protect debt Our team provides independent advice
to financial institutions looking to get or loan against hotel and hospitality assets. We offer feedback on factors including asset location, product quality, local market dynamics and assessing trading potential. By evaluating the market conditions and the benchmarking of trade performance in depth, we provide insight suo-fi
into the security over the loan period. Investment advice We provide advice to investors looking to acquire or invest assets using our extensive market intelligence supported by our dedicated research and capital market teams. We recommend factors that can drive up value, such as ownership structure, branding and
capital expenditure and asset management opportunities. Financial statements We have independent valvetans for financial reporting in accordance with financial regulations. In addition to consulting services, our expertise allows us to provide a range of advisory services. These include advice on ownership and
operating structure, market-stalks and providing working rental evaluations and negotiations. To see how we can help you contact Carl Radgali/one of the experts below. Down.
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